Research Guidelines
(from Markel)
Effective Skimming
To skim effectively, read the following parts of books and articles.
In a book, skim:
In an article, skim:
	the preface and introduction: to understand the writer's approach and methods 
	the acknowledgments section: to learn about assistance the author received from other experts in the field, or about the author's use of primary research or other resources 
	the table of contents: to understand the scope and organization of the book 
	the notes at the ends of chapters or at the end of the book: to understand the nature and extent of the author's research 
	the index: to determine the extent of the coverage of the information you need 
	a few paragraphs from different portions of the text: to gauge the quality and relevance of the information 

	the abstract: to get an overview of the article's content 
	the introduction: to understand the article's purpose, main ideas, and organization 
	the notes and references: to understand the nature and extent of the author's research 
	the headings and several of the paragraphs: to understand the article's organization and the quality and relevance of the information 
	the acknowledgments section (if there is one): to learn about assistance the author received from other experts in the field, or about the author's use of primary research or other resources 

Using Boolean Operators in Keywords
Boolean operators let you modify your search to include more or fewer hits. Because each system uses slightly different syntax, you need to read the "search tips" or "syntax" section to learn how to use that system's Boolean operators.
To get more hits:
	Use or (such as ethics or morals): finds any site with either of the words. 

Use a wild card (usually an asterisk, such as moral*): finds any site with morals, morality, or any other word that begins with the five letters moral. 
To get fewer hits:
	Use and (ethics and morals): finds any site with both of the words. 

Use not (ethics not morals): finds any site with ethics but excludes any site with morals. 
Use a date specifier (ethics - 1995): finds any site published in 1995 or more recently.
Recording Bibliographic Information
Record the bibliographic information for each source from which you take notes. If you print information from a Web site, in most cases the bibliographic information is at the top or bottom of the page.
Information to Record for a Book
Information to Record for an Article
	author 

title 
publisher 
place of publication 
year of publication 
call number 
	author 

title of the article 
title of the periodical 
volume 
number 
date of publication 
pages on which the article appears 
call number of the periodical 
Paraphrasing Accurately
Study the original until you understand it thoroughly. 
	Rewrite the relevant portions of the original. Use complete sentences, fragments, or lists, but don't compress the material so much that you'll have trouble understanding it later. 
	Title the card so that you'll be able to identify its subject at a glance. The title should include the general subject and the author's attitude or approach to it, such as "Criticism of open-sea pollution-control devices." 
	Include the author's last name, a short title of the article or book, and the page number of the original. You will need this information later in citing your source.
Summarizing
Although the following advice will prove useful as you prepare abstracts and parts of other kinds of documents that include summaries, these guidelines focus on extracting the essence of a passage by summarizing it.
Read the passage carefully several times. 
Underline the key ideas. Most writers put their main ideas in a few obvious places: titles, headings, topic sentences, transitional paragraphs, concluding paragraphs. 
Combine the key ideas. Take a break, then study what you have underlined. Paraphrase the underlined ideas. Don't worry about your grammar, punctuation, or style; you just want to see if you can reproduce the essence of the original. 
Check your draft against the original for accuracy and emphasis. Check that you record statistics and names correctly and that your version of a complicated concept faithfully represents the original. Check that you get the proportions right; if the original devotes 20 percent of its space to a particular point, your draft should not devote 5 percent or 50 percent to that point. 
Record the bibliographic information carefully. Even though a summary might contain all your own words, you still must cite it, because the main ideas are someone else's. If you don't have the bibliographic information in an electronic form, put it on note cards.
Evaluating Print and Online Sources
The five criteria in the chart below may be used to evaluate sources found either in print or on the Web.
Criteria
For Printed Sources
For Online Sources
Authorship
Do you recognize the name of the author? Can you learn about the author's credentials and current position from a biographical note? If this information is not included in the document itself, can you find it in a who's who or by searching for other books or other journal articles by the author?
If you do not recognize the author's name, did you find the site by linking from another reputable site? Does the site contain links to other reputable sites? Does the site contain biographical information--the author's current position and credentials? Can you use a search engine to find other references to the author's credentials or other documents by the author?
Publishing body
What is the publisher's reputation? To be reliable, a book should be published by a reputable trade, academic, or scholarly publisher; a journal should be sponsored by a professional association or university. Are the editorial board members well-known names in the field? Trade publications--magazines about a particular industry or group--often promote the interests of that industry or group. For example, don't automatically assume the accuracy of information in trade publications for loggers or environmentalists. If you doubt the authority of a book or journal, ask the reference librarian or a professor.
Can you determine the publishing body's identity from headers or footers? Is the publishing body reputable in the field?
   If the site comes from a personal account on an Internet service provider, the author might be writing outside his or her field of expertise. Many Internet sites exist largely for public relations or advertising. For instance, the home page for the White House is not going to provide information critical of the administration. Likewise, the Web sites of corporations and other organizations are unlikely to contain information critical of those corporations or organizations.
Knowledge of the literature
Does the author appear to be knowledgeable about the major literature in the field? Is there a bibliography? Are there notes throughout the document?
Analyze the Internet source as you would any other source. Often, references to other sources will take the form of links.
Accuracy and verifiability of the information
Does the author clearly describe the methods and theories used in producing the information? Are these methods and theories appropriate to the subject?
Is the site well constructed? Is the information well written? Are the claims supported by appropriate evidence? Are sources cited?
Timeliness
Does the document rely on recent data? Was the document published recently?
Was the document created recently? Was it updated recently? If a site is not yet complete, be wary.


